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ABSTRACT

In the forward direction neutrino scattering is linked to pion physics. We discuss

the occurrence of a shadow effect in the forward neutrino cross-section on nuclei, owing

to the collective nature of the pionic nuclear response.

In these lectures, I will discuss questions which have appeared in neutrino scatter-
ing. The subject of neutrinos seems to be quite remote from that of this school but in
fact it is not so much as it seems since the problem that we will tackle is closely linked
to pion physics, which has often been treated in this school. I remind you that the
virtual between the nucléons in the nucleus are quite relevant for photon physics; they
are, for instance, responsible for the tensor correlations, which crucially enter into the
enhancement factor of the dipole sum rule. They also appear in the meson-exchange
effects in Compton scattering and many other photonic processes.

How can we make pion physics with neutrino reactions? What relation is there
between the strongly interacting pion and the weak neutrino process? The answer
to this question lies in a theorem due to Adler [I]. We consider the inclusive reaction
v + A —> fi^+X. A high-energy neutrino reacts on a hadronic target, anucleus of mass
A, to produce a lepton and a hadronic state X. Only the final muon is detected. This
is a weak process, governed by the vector and axial-vector weak currents. We denote
by q the four-momentum transferred to the hadronic system, q — pv — P11. Adler has
proved the following theorem: in the forward direction, pM collinear to pv, the inelastic

A J neutrino cross section is proportional to the corresponding cross-section of pions of the

same four-momentum q, 7r(g) + A -» X . The lepton pair is replaced by a pion of
momentum q, ir(q) + A^X.
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The proof goes as follows. We consider the neutrino reaction in a high-energy

situation, where we can neglect the lepton mass Pf1 and p~ — 0.

In the forward direction the matrix element for the weak process can be expressed

as

M oc u^(l — Gz)uv(X\qll(yn — A11]A) (1)

The first part is the leptonic one and the matrix element represents the hadronic piece.

Since the vector JU current is conserved we have

A = O (2)

the vector term thus vanishes. The relation of the remaining axial part with pion

physics occurs via PCAC, the well-known link between the axial current and the pion

field O11Af1 — / , m ^ , where ^p is the pion field and /„• the pion decay constant. Now

in the forward direction we have q2 = (pv — pfl)
2 = 2(EvE11 — Pf1Pv) = 0. The PCAC

relation then provides a link between the axial current and the pion-source function j r

linked to the field by (q2 + rr,

(3)
771- •+- q

since q~ — 0. When inserted in the relation it proves the Adler theorem.

Notice that the pion which replaces the lepton pair is not a physical one since its

four-momentum fails to fulfil the energy momentum q% — q2 = m\. We are dealing

instead with off-shell pions; in the forward direction they are soft ones, q2, — q2 — 0.

The question that is usually discussed in the literature in connection with the use of

Adler's theorem and the fact that we are dealing with off-shell pions is how much

we can extrapolate our knowledge of the physical pions1 properties to those of the

soft ones, so as to make predictions on neutrino reactions. For instance, since Adlers

result the occurrence of a shadowing in neutrino reactions has been vividly discussed.

The question that has arisen is whether the shadow which is observed for high-energy

physical pions should persist for soft pions, i.e., in neutrino reactions. The attitude

was to go from pion physics to neutrino physics. Here instead we want to take the

problem in a reverse order and learn something of the off-shell propagation of pions in

nuclei from the neutrino reactions [2,3]. We will also talk about shadowing, but it is of

a different nature from the previously mentioned one and is not due to the absorptive

part of the optical potential. In this sense, the fact of dealing with off-shell pions turns
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out to be an advantage. We will not remain strictly in the forward direction, but

sufficiently near for the neutrino cross-section to remain pionic, and in this way we will

have more flexibility in the off-shell region of response explored.

Let us first fix some kinematics. In the actual CERN experiments the neutrino

energy is large, several tens of GeV, its exact value is unknown, since it is contained in

a large energy band. Only the muon energy E11 and its emission angle B are measured.

We define the transverse muon momentum pr = p^sinfl w pM0 if we remain at small

angles. The energy tranfer is u = q0 = Ev - E11 with E11 = Pf1 and Ev = pv since we

have neglected the lepton masses and we also have (using the notations q2 = ç2)

2 =pl¥: Pi 2PPCos6 = El + E]>72 =pl¥: Pi ~ 2PnPvCos6 = El + E]1 - 2E^Eucoa0 (4)

As the neutrino energy is not measured we eliminate it from these two equations to

obtain the following relation between the energy and the momentum transferred to the

nucleus

q2 =u2 + 4(El + E^sin2- W2 + p2
T(l + ̂ ) , (5)

the second relation applying for small angles. In the uj—q plane this relation corresponds
to a hyperbola which intercepts the q axis at px, each value of pj corresponding to
one hyperbola. Notice that we always have q > u; the hyperbola lies entirely in the
space-like region.

If nothing is known about the energy transfer, then the neutrino cross- section for

a given pj- value corresponds to an integral along the corresponding hyperbola, up to

the incident, neutrino energy, which is very large. In order to extract useful information

for the problem that we will discuss we need some information on the energy transfer.

In the CERN CHARM II experiment [4] some idea is obtained of the energy transfer

from the reaction products. In one of the analyses a cut has been applied which limits

the energy transfer to values smaller than ^ 400 MeV. With this restriction we can

neglect u in Eq. (5) and the hyperbola reduces to q2 — u:2 = pj.. In this region of

excitation we have some idea of the behaviour of the nuclear excitations, in particular

for those excitations which are linked to pion propagation, as we will discuss below,

and we would like to check this understanding. The cut which is applied limits the

excitations to purely nuclear ones, mostly of the type lplh and to those which contain

the lowest nucleonic excitations, essentially the A ones. In this lecture, we will ignore

the other ones.

Let us first consider the inclusive reaction for small energy transfers, LJ ~ q2/2m.

In this case only purely nuclear excitations occur, i.e. the ones of the type lplh where
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one nucléon is lifted above the Fermi sea. The cross-section involves several currents,

the vector one and the axial one, and also interference terms. The axial matrix element,

for instance, has a part which for a given energy and momentum transfer involves for

a nuclear target the quantity

R L M = E w E * • «?Vi°Ww -s»+^)- (6)
n i

It is called the nuclear response function for a spin-isospin probe, more specifically it is

a spin longitudinal response because the spin coupling is parallel to the momentum q.

There also appears the spin transverse response RT and the charge one Rc-, for which

the operators are respectively

OT = £(*.• X q)e**r?, Rc = E e* V - (7)

Notice that among these responses only the first one is pionic since it has the same

coupling as a pion. The spin transverse one is instead p-like. The lplh excitations are

centred around a; = q2/2m with a broadening due to the Fermi motion, as is represented

by the shaded region in Fig. 1 (drawn for an infinite Fermi gas). Outside the shaded

region the responses vanish. In the free case all responses are equal, Ri = RT = RcS

and the regions of response are the same. For the purely nuclear excitations the cross-

section is written

~^ A/f O

(8)
Here G is the weak coupling constant, Q2 = q'l - q2, and Gv, GA, and GM are the
weak nucléon form factors.

In this formula we see how the Adler theorem emerges. In the forward direction

0 = 0 and Q~ = 0. AU the terms vanish except the one which involves the spin

longitudinal response, i.e. the pionic one. Away from the forward direction the other

responses also enter into play. The relative importance of the pionic and non-pionic

terms can be evaluated from formula (8), remembering that for a free Fermi gas all the

responses are identical.
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Fig. 1: The region of response of the free Fermi gas. Lower shaded part:

quasi-elastic region. Upper shaded part: A excitation region with no A

width).

Let us now sec what happens when the energy transfer increases in such a way that

the nucléon can also become excited and transformed into a A. This transformation

enlarges the region of response. If we assume the A to have no width and if we ignore

the Fermi motion the excitation occurs at the same energy as the free nucléon one,

i.e. at w = WA + </2|3mA, where w^ = m^ — m. With the Fermi motion there is

a broadening. The corresponding region of response is shown in Fig. 1 by the upper

shaded region. The A is excited by the spin operators but not by the charge one. So for

the A region of excitation we have for the cross-section a formula similar to expression

(8) with responses which I denote by R^,Rji and where the charge response does not

appear.

I will now discuss the pionic response in the A region of excitation, how it deviates

from the free one, and also how these deviations influence the neutrino reactions. I

will work in the infinite nuclear matter framework. The pionic excitations that can be

probed by neutrino reactions are only the A ones; this is why I will restrict myself to

these. You can immediately understand the reason for this from Fig. 1. The neutrino

cross-section is purely pionic only in the forward direction, i.e along the photon line

u) = a and it remains dominated by the pionic term in the vicinity of this line. Now,

as you can see in Fig. 1 this line does not cross the region of IpI h excitations which
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arc centred around u.' = q'2/2m. Instead it crosses the A region. The pionic response

can therefore be probed only in the A region. It is a pity because the low-energy

region would also be of a great interest, it is relevant for the question of precursors to

pion condensation, to the increase in the pion number, etc., but we cannot study it by

neutrino reactions.

In the free case the AiV"1 excitations correspond to the transformation of a nucléon,

which is inside the Fermi sea, into a A (for which there is no Pauli blocking). However,

this simple free picture does not hold because the A that is produced de-excites by pion

emission. The pion then excites another nucléon etc. This implies that the response

in that energy region does not have a single-particle character but is largely collective.

What evidence do we have for this collectivity? It comes essentially from the data on

the physical pions. We know that in the nucleus the pions do not propagate freely.

At low energies they are subject to a strong p-wave attraction, which comes from

the virtual excitation of the A. This attraction is imbedded in the p-wave optical

potential, where the p-wave character is responsible for the momentum dependence of

the potential. On the other hand, in the A- resonance region it is observed that the

nuclear cross-section does not increase as the nucléon number A but rather as A2'3,

there is a pronounced shadow effect. Finally, the energy of the A peak is displaced

towards lower energies, with an effect which is more pronounced in heavy nuclei.

These features can be understood from the coupled propagation of A and pions
that we illustrate below in a simple two-level picture due to Delorme and Guichon
[5]. In this model, in order to keep to the essential features, all possible simplications
are made: the A width is taken to be zero, Fermi motion as well as form factors are
ignored, and only A-type excitations are kept. In the absence of interaction between A
hole excitations mediated by pion exchange the nucleus responds at the A excitation
energy which occurs at w = w^ + q2\2m<\, as discussed previously. The response to a
pion probe then reduces to

*24 /* 2

i?o(<?,u;) = c 6[u - WA(Ç)] with c — -—Tp. (9)
9m£

Here /* is the coupling 7rJVA, which we take to be twice the nucléon one and p is the

nuclear density which comes from the integration over the hole states.

On the other hand, the free pion propagator D has an imaginary part which is non
vanishing only along the free pion line ww = (q2 + m2)1/2:

, ImD(q,Lo) = i7ï6(u2-uï) (10)
LO — CLJ^ — ^

Let us now turn on the coupling between the pion and A to generate the collective
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states. The modified pion propagator in the nuclear medium D now incorporates the

AiV"1 polarization of the medium, embedded in the pion self energy q2irA(q,u):

(H)

where 7rA is the AiV"1 polarization propagator, which incorporates the coupling con-

stants
r -i i n

(12)

(notice that the free response i2A is given by i?A = (l/7rIm7rA). In order to find the

collective branches we have to search for the singularities of the pion propagator, i.e.

we have to solve the equation

a second-order one in to2. For each value of the momentum q there are two solutions

\ [4 + T yfol - <4)2 + 4c<z2u;A] (14)

The first one goes to W7n when g —* 0; it is called the pion branch. The second one, the

A branch, goes to « A in this limit. These quantities obey the following inequalities

the pion branch lies below the delta branch. It also lies below the free pion line and

the free delta branch, whilst the A one lies above these two quantities. An important

consequence that we will exploit is that the A branch lies entirely in the time-like

region since u>2 > UJ^ > q. These two collective states are a mixture of pion and A-hole

excitations. What is their pion content, what is the A- hole one? For the pion content,

from expression (11), we have to calculate InxD with the result [6]

lmD(q,us) = i

where Z\ and Z2 represent the pion content of the pion branch and of the A branch,
respectively.

The probabilities Zx and Z2 obey the relation Zi(q)+Z2(q) = 0. For the A hole content
of these states we express the collective response A-hole polarization propagator from
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its RPA form:

^RPA =
7T

m * -
(17)

so as to derive the collective response R(q,oj):

=cu>A(q) (18)

Notice the inversion between Z\ and Zi in ImD and the response R. We can improve

this model, making it somewhat more realistic by introducing besides pion exchange a

short-range repulsive interaction parametrized by a Landau-Migdal parameter g'. This

modifies the position of the collective branch, but the principle of obtaining remains

the same. In Fig. 2 you see the position of the two collective branches with a Landau-

Migdal parameter g' = 0.5. The quantity Z\ (q) is shown in Fig. 3. It starts from one

at q = 0 (which implies that the pion branch is pionic and the A branch A-like at small

q values) and goes to zero at large momenta, showing the inversion of the content, the

pion branch becoming A-like and the A branch pionic.
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Fig. 2: Evolution with momentum of the collective branches for a value
of the Landau-Migdal parameter g' = 0.5. Also shown are the free
branches (from Ref. [6])
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Fig. 3: Evolution with momentum of the probabity Z\(q) (from Ref.

[6])-

The model that we have used here is oversimplified: we have worked in nuclear

matter; we have neglected the A widths and the 2p2h absorption of pions no form

factors were introduced so that collectivity survived at large q, which is unrealistic.

You may therefore wonder if these results will survive in a more realistic description.

The problem has been investigated in detail by Delorme and Guichon [7], who have

done an RPA calculation for finite nuclei, taking into account all the effects which were

neglected here. They only ignored the NN'1 excitations, which should not matter

much here. The nice outcome of their calculation is that the features of the simple

schematic model are preserved. In Fig. 4 the response in Pb is given: first in the free

case, where you see the A peak, then in RPA where the peak now splits into two, one

branch at larger energies and one at smaller ones as in the schematic model.

Trai

Fig. 4: The expected behaviour of the collective longitudinal response
in Pb (from Ref. [6]).
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Thc response probes the AiV"1 content of the branches, which at small momenta

is small for the pion branch, since Zo(q) is small. This explains why in Fig. 4 the pion

branch does not show up at small momenta. Both collective branches have a large

width but their structure clearly emerges.

The physical pion line falls in the valley beween the two branches, which explains

the depopulation or shadow effect observed for physical pions. However, in the physical

case you are restricted to the energy-momentum relation, and you cannot explore

the peaks of the collective branches. For this you have to resort to off-shell pions.

There are not many possibilities for doing so; the reason is that few probes have

the proper spin longitudinal coupling. Among the possible ones is hadron scattering,

such as (p,p') or the (#e3,T) reactions. The disadvantage of the strong probes is

their strong absorption, which restricts them to the exploration of the nuclear surface

where the collective effects are less pronounced. Moreover, many couplings are usually

involved simultaneously, and one has to disentangle them to extract the one that we are

interested in. Nevertheless a very interesting positive indication in favour of a collective

branch has been provided by the 3He, T) probe at a Saturne experiment [8]. I will not

go into the details of this experiment, but simply show you the spectacular outcome.

Fig. 5 shows the position of the A peak measured in several nuclei, from H to Pb.

There is a sizeable shift towards lower excitation energies between the H target and the
composite one. In this experiment the relation between the energy and the momentum
transferred to the nuclear system is LJ ~ 0.8c for the zero angle case. This line cuts
the pion branch and it is natural to attribute the shift to a collective nature of the
response. The analysis performed by Delorme and Guichon [7] shows that part of the
shift is due to "trivial" sources (they are not trivial but their origin is not collective),
but part is due the the collective nature of the response, i.e. the occurrence of the pion
collective branch.

The other possibility, as we discussed, is neutrino scattering. The obvious advan-

tage of neutrinos is that they fully penetrate the nucleus, thus allowing the collective

states to be fully developed. Let us take the example of a pr value of 0.2GeV, suf-

ficiently small for the longitudinal component to dominate the cross-section. Let us

discuss what we expect to observe in the simple schematic model . In the free case,

the hyperbola corresponding to pr = 0.2 GeV crosses the free A branch at the point

u> = 436MeV for the energy and q = 400MeV for the momentum. When the interac-

tions are switched on, there should, in principle, be two intercepts, one with the pion

branch and the other with the A one. But remember that the last one lies in the time-

like region, whilst the hyperbola lies in the space-like region; there is no intercept. The

only one is with the pion branch at an energy lower than in the free case, u = 196MeV
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Fig. 5: Cross-section for A excitation by the (3JTe, T) probe as a func-
tion of the T momentum for different targets.

and a momentum u = 280MeV/c. At this point the longitudinal cross-section takes

the value BZ2{q)w/q2 with B = (167r2)-2Gfc'2G2(p2.), with a value of Z{q) of only 0.3,

because at small momenta the pion branch is still essentially pionic at this momentum.

Collectivity has moved most of the strength into the time-like region where neutrinos

cannot probe it. Thus we expect a shadowing to occur in the neutrino reaction for a

nuclear target as compared to using a nucléon target. If you compare the two cross-

seccions, nuclear and nucleonic, the shadow is nearly a factor of 3, arising essentially

from the factor Z2 . At a smaller pj value it would be even more pronounced. An

evaluation with the realistic responses of Delorme and Guichon [10] is in progress.

The CERN experiment indeed shows some indication for a shadowing effect of the

neutrino cross-section, but they are not conclusive at this stage. If one could have some

rough measurement of the energy transfer, i.e. of the excitation energy ol the nucleus,

which in the schematic model is shifted by about 150MeV, quite a significant number,
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then one should be able to see the downward collective shift. In the case of the reaction

u -f- A —* n~ + A", the emission products should be two protons, since the pion branch

decays, at low energies, by two-nucleon emission. Indeed in an old experiment with

low-energy neutrinos, a surplus of protons was found [11], at an energy larger than

those expected from the quasi elastic peak and we attributed these to the decay of the

pion branch [3]. It is a pity that old data cannnot be reanalyzed in the light of such

an interpretation. I am certain that there are many disks of data buried in some caves

which contain relevant information for the physics that we are discussing.
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